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Appendix 1 - Figures V2 (to be printed at A3)u
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Figure 1 - Local Planning Policy Context
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Figure 2 - Aerial Photograph with Site Location
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Figure 3 - Green Belt Study 2016 - Parcel TF44

Land Parcel Ref: TF44

Parcel Type: Green belt parcel

Local Authority 1: Trafford

Local Authority 2:

Areas of Green Belt 
with reduced levels 
of openness due 
to the presence 
of built form and 
hardstanding

KEY:

Area comparison 

TF44 area: circa 37.1ha
Site area: circa 3.26 ha

The site area makes up circa 
8.7% of the TF44 parcel.
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Figure 3a - GM46-1 Green Belt Sub-Area  - Stage 2 Greater Manchester Green Belt Study 2020

Area comparison 

GM46-1 area: circa 30.6ha
Site area: circa 3.26ha

The site area makes up circa 
10.6% of the GM46-1 Green 
Belt Sub-Area.

KEY:
Appeal Site Boundary

GM46-1 Green Belt Sub-Area  - Stage 
2 Greater Manchester Green Belt 
Study 2020
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Figure 4a - Site Photographs

Site Photograph 1- View looking south across the Appeal Site from the entrance on Thorley Lane

Site Photograph 2- View looking north-west across the Appeal Site from its south-eastern corner
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Figure 4b - Site Photographs

Site Photograph 3- View looking south across the car park within the Appeal Site

Site Photograph 4 -View looking north across the car park within the Appeal Site
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Figure 5a - General Photographs

General Photograph 1 - View from Public Footpath Altrincham 27 looking south-east across the open agricultural land to the east of Thorley Lane

Public footpath Altrincham 27

General Photograph 3 - Retail and residential development at the junction between Wood Lane and Green Lane North 

General Photograph 2 - Retail and residential development at the junction 
between Green Lane and Wood Lane

General Photograph 4 - Residential properties on Highfield Road
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Figure 5b - General Photographs

General Photograph 7 - Residential properties on Green Lane

General Photograph 8 - View west from Green Lane looking across open land General Photograph 9 - View looking north-west from Public Footpath 
Altrincham 27

General Photograph 10 - View of pastoral field, barn and houses on Green Lane 
from highway footpath on Thorley Lane

General Photograph 6 - Dobbie’s Garden Centre between Green Lane and 
Thorley Lane

General Photograph 5 - Residential properties on Green Lane

Approximate location of Appeal Site
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Figure 5c- General Photographs

General Photograph 12 - View looking north-east towards Wellfield Lane from 
Public Footpath Altrincham 27

General Photograph 13 - View looking north along Thorley Lane

Open agricultural land to the east of Thorley Lane

General Photograph 11- Altrincham College on Green Lane

General Photograph 14 - Existing commercial property / development on the east side of Thorley Lane, opposite the Appeal Site General Photograph 15 - Residential development on Green Lane
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Appeal Site Entrance
Existing conifers on the boundary adjacent 
to the Appeal Site’s driveway/carpark Rear garden area to No 126 Wood Lane

Viewpoint 1 - View looking south along Thorley Lane

Existing view

Road users travelling in a southerly direction on Thorley Lane begin to experience 
a sequence of views of the Appeal Site located to the right-hand side of the road. 
Viewpoint 1 is taken from a location circa 110m to the north of the existing access into 
the Appeal Site. The large conifers on the Appeal Site’s eastern boundaries are visible, 
as are a number of trees located along the verge within the road corridor. These trees 
combine to restrict any clear views of the Appeal Site from this location, however the 
existing site entrance is visible at some distance. The prominence of the structures/
buildings on the Appeal Site and within the surrounding area may increase when there 
is an absence of leaf cover on the intervening broadleaf trees.

Anticipated view subsequent to development

Road users travelling in a southerly direction on Thorley Lane may experience a subtle, 
seasonal change to the views they experience on approaching the Appeal Site. The 
existing trees along Thorley Lane provide and effective visual foil as does the row of 
mature conifers located along the Appeal Site’s eastern boundaries with the adjacent 
rear gardens of no 126 and 128 Wood Lane. As a result, a very limited, partial view of 
the rooftops of some of the proposed dwellings my be visible when the trees are in 
leaf, however the change is expected to be very subtle. The visual prominence of the 
proposed dwellings may increase slightly when there is an absence of leaf cover on the 
intervening broadleaf trees (levels of screening provided by the conifers will remain 
constant throughout the year). As a result, the anticipated changes to this view are 
expected to be negligible with leaf cover present, with a more tangible, low to moderate 
adverse visual effect during the winter months. In the longer term, the establishment 
of the proposed tree and hedgerow planting would be expected to reduce the 
prominence of the built form on the Appeal Site at all times of the year, so in the longer 
term, the residual visual effect, would be expected to reduce.

Figure 6a - Viewpoint Photographs

VP1

Viewpoint Location Plan
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Viewpoint 2 - View looking south along Thorley Lane

Figure 6b - Viewpoint Photographs

Existing view

This viewpoint is located circa 20m to the north of the existing entrance into the Appeal 
Site. Passing road users experience a clear view of the entrance to the Appeal Site, a 
partial view of the green houses therein, the open area between the greenhouses and 
the front boundary with the road, the low brick boundary wall and screening trees 
which are located within the verge along the road corridor. In addition, road users also 
experience a glimpsed view of existing built form located beyond the Appeal Site, to 
the south. The prominence of the structures/buildings on the Appeal Site and within 
the surrounding area will likely increase when there is an absence of leaf cover on the 
intervening broadleaf trees.

Anticipated view subsequent to development

Road users will experience a discernible, seasonal change to this view at all times of 
the year as the new dwellings located along the Appeal Site’s eastern boundary with 
Thorley Lane will be visible amongst the existing tree cover. As a result, the proposed 
development of the site would generate some low to moderate levels of adverse visual 
effect through the introduction of the houses into the view, particularly when there is 
no leaf cover present on the intervening broadleaf trees. In the longer term however, 
the establishment of the proposed tree and hedgerow planting would be expected to 
reduce the prominence of the built form on the Appeal Site at all times of the year, so in 
the longer term, the residual visual effect, would be expected to reduce.

VP2

Appeal Site Entrance
Existing conifers on the boundary adjacent 
to the Appeal Site’s driveway/carpark Rear garden area to No 126 Wood Lane

Viewpoint Location Plan
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Viewpoint 3 - View looking north along Thorley Lane

Figure 6c - Viewpoint Photographs

Existing view

Road users travelling in a northerly direction also experience a sequence of partial and 
clear views of the Appeal Site. Viewpoint 3 is located circa 140m to the south of the 
Appeal Site and incorporates screening trees located along the road corridor and along 
Timperley Brook on the Appeal Site’s southern boundary. Despite the presence of these 
trees, there is a partial view of the existing structures/buildings on the Appeal Site. The 
prominence of the structures/buildings on the Appeal Site and within the surrounding 
area will likely increase when there is an absence of leaf cover on the intervening 
broadleaf trees.

Anticipated view subsequent to development

Road users travelling in a northerly direction will likely experience a relatively subtle, 
seasonal change to the views they experience as they approach the Appeal Site. At 
times when the intervening trees have good levels of leaf cover present, limited, partial 
views of the roofs of the proposed dwellings located on the southern edge of the 
Appeal Site may be visible amongst the existing trees, however the level of change is 
expected to be subtle and the visual effect low and adverse.  The visual prominence of 
the proposed dwellings may increase slightly when there is an absence of leaf cover 
on the intervening broadleaf trees. As a result, the anticipated changes to this view 
are expected to be negligible/low with leaf cover present, with a more tangible, low 
to moderate adverse visual effect during the winter months. In the longer term, the 
establishment of the proposed tree and hedgerow planting would be expected to 
reduce the prominence of the built form on the Appeal Site at all times of the year, so in 
the longer term, the residual visual effect, would be expected to reduce.

VP3

Appeal Site
Trees define alignment of Timperley Brook 
which forms the southern boundary to the 
Appeal Site

Thorley Lane 

Viewpoint Location Plan
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Figure 6d - Viewpoint Photographs

Viewpoint 4 - View looking north along Thorley Lane

Existing view

This viewpoint is located further to the north on Thorley Lane, close to the Appeal Site’s 
southern boundary (where Timperley Brook passes under Thorley Lane). Road users 
experience partial views of the eastern parts of the site and the existing glasshouses 
therein. Views are significantly restricted by intervening trees, however the prominence 
of the structures/buildings on the Appeal Site and within the surrounding area will likely 
increase when there is an absence of leaf cover on the intervening broadleaf trees.

Anticipated view subsequent to development

Road users travelling in a northerly direction will likely experience a discernible, seasonal 
change to the views they experience as they approach the Appeal Site. At times 
when the intervening trees have good levels of leaf cover present, partial views of the 
proposed dwellings located on the eastern edge of the Appeal Site, adjacent to Thorley 
Lane, may be visible between and amongst the existing trees. The visual prominence 
of the proposed dwellings will likely increase when there is an absence of leaf cover 
on the intervening broadleaf trees. As a result, the anticipated changes to this view are 
expected to be low to moderate adverse with leaf cover present, with a more tangible, 
moderate adverse visual effect during the winter months. In the longer term however, 
the establishment of the proposed tree and hedgerow planting would be expected to 
reduce the prominence of the built form on the Appeal Site at all times of the year, so in 
the longer term, the residual visual effect, would be expected to reduce.

VP4

Partial views of the existing buildings/
structures on the Appeal Site

Partial views of existing 
greenhouses within the Appeal Site

Thorley Lane 
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Figure 6e - Viewpoint Photographs

Viewpoint 5 - View looking north along Thorley Lane

Existing view

Road users passing the Appeal Site experience clear and partial views of the Appeal 
Site from a distance of circa 5m+. Views include the trees located within the roadside 
verge, the Appeal Site’s low boundary brick wall, with the open grassed area, car 
park, the existing glasshouses and site buildings/structures and a partial view of 
the white rendered Green Lane Farm beyond the Appeal Site to the south. Existing 
mature tree cover on the western side of the Appeal Site creates a backdrop to the 
views experienced. Views are to an extent restricted by intervening trees, however the 
prominence of the structures/buildings on the Appeal Site and within the surrounding 
area will likely increase when there is an absence of leaf cover on the intervening 
broadleaf trees. 

Anticipated view subsequent to development

Road users travelling in both a northerly and southerly direction will likely 
experience a discernible, seasonal change to the views they experience as they pass 
the Appeal Site. At times when the intervening trees have good levels of leaf cover 
present, partial views of the proposed dwellings located on the eastern edge of the 
Appeal Site, adjacent to Thorley Lane, may be visible between and amongst the 
existing trees. The visual prominence of the proposed dwellings will likely increase 
when there is an absence of leaf cover on the intervening broadleaf trees. As a result, 
the anticipated changes to this view are expected to be low to moderate adverse 
with leaf cover present, with a more tangible, moderate adverse visual effect during 
the winter months. In the longer term however, the establishment of the proposed 
tree and hedgerow planting would be expected to reduce the prominence of the 
built form on the Appeal Site at all times of the year, so in the longer term, the 
residual visual effect, would be expected to reduce.

VP5

Existing greenhouses 
on the Appeal Site Appeal Site entrance

Existing mature tree cover along 
Timperley Brook
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Figure 6f - Viewpoint Photographs

Viewpoint 6 - View looking south from Wood Lane

Existing view

Road users on Wood Lane experience a view of the Appeal Sites secondary entrance on 
Wood Lane. The view experienced includes sections of low brick walling with grassed 
areas flanking the entrance. A section of galvanised steel security fencing contains a 
pair of gates, which are set back circa 30m from Wood Lane. These gates allow a very 
limited view of the Appeal Site beyond, however adjacent trees which include both 
conifer and broadleaf species, restrict any views of the main body of the site from this 
location. As a result, the prominence of the structures/buildings on the Appeal Site and 
within the surrounding area may increase when there is an absence of leaf cover on the 
intervening broadleaf trees.

Anticipated view subsequent to development

Road users on Wood Lane experience a discernible change to the view of the Appeal 
Sites secondary entrance on Wood Lane. The proposed dwellings located to both 
sides of the Appeal Site access on Wood Lane would be clearly visible, however 
views of the main body of the development to the south will likely be relatively 
limited. Given the residential context of Wood Lane, the changes to the views 
experienced by road users when passing this part of the Appeal Site are expected 
to be negligible to low adverse in the short term, however in the longer term, the 
establishment of the proposed tree and hedgerow planting would be expected 
to reduce the prominence of the built form and improve its assimilation into the 
streetscene at all times of the year, so in the longer term, residual visual effect, 
would be expected to reduce.

No 126 Wood Lane
Current secondary Appeal 
Site access (locked) Timperley Veterinary Centre

Viewpoint Location Plan

VP6
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Figure 6g - Viewpoint Photographs

Viewpoint 7 - View looking north along Green Lane

Existing view

Road users on Green Lane, travelling in a northerly direction experience a partial 
view of the Appeal Site, when passing no.25 Green Lane (Green Lane Farm). The view 
experienced incorporates the driveway entrance to the property and adjacent trees in 
the foreground, the adjacent field in the middle ground, with the mature trees along 
Timperley Brook forming a backdrop. A gap in the tree cover allows a clear view through 
to the site, which incorporates the existing tall conifers on the Appeal Site’s boundary 
between the car park and the southern boundary of no’s 126 and 128 Wood Lane. 

Anticipated view subsequent to development

Road users travelling in a northerly direction on Green Lane will likely experience 
a discernible, seasonal change to the views they experience as they pass no.25 
Green Lane (Green Lane Farm). At times when the intervening trees have good 
levels of leaf cover present, limited, partial views of the roofs of the proposed 
dwellings located on the southern edge of the Appeal Site may be visible amongst 
the existing trees, however the level of change is expected to be relatively subtle 
and the visual effect low and adverse. The visual prominence of the proposed 
dwellings may increase slightly when there is an absence of leaf cover on the 
intervening broadleaf trees. As a result, the anticipated changes to this view are 
expected to be low and adverse with leaf cover present, with a more tangible, low 
to moderate adverse visual effect during the winter months. In the longer term, the 
establishment of the proposed tree and hedgerow planting would be expected to 
reduce the prominence of the built form on the Appeal Site at all times of the year, 
so in the longer term, the residual visual effect, would be expected to reduce.

VP7

Green Lane Appeal Site Green Lane Farm

Viewpoint Location Plan
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Figure 7 - Landscape Masterplan
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Appendix 2 - Greenbelt Assessment 2016  - TF44 Extractu

A 19



Land Parcel Ref: TF44

Parcel Type: Green belt parcel

Local Authority 1: Trafford

Local Authority 2:

Greenbelt Assessment 2016  - TF44 Extract
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Greenbelt Assessment 2016  - TF44 Extract
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Appendix 3 - Greater Manchester Green Belt Study Stage 2 2020  - GM46-1 Extractu

A 22



GM46-1

LUC I B-553

Greater Manchester Green Belt Study Stage 2 2020  - GM46-1 Extract
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Greater Manchester Green Belt Study Stage 2 2020  - GM46-1 Extract
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